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iPT or Innovative Paint Technology is the key 
to Scholl Concepts success in Compounds and 
Polishes. Using clustered diminishing abrasives 
with micro sized, hard as diamond abrasives, 
allows products to remove defects fast and refi ne 
to an award winning, fl awless shine. 

By not using harsh solvents or BULKING Agents 
to fi ll micro marring in the paints surface, Scholl Concepts have formulation the concept of both 
visual and physical shine. Even after repeated washes and solvent wipes the fl awless fi nish is all 
that will remain. 
 

High quality abrasive powder allows for micro fi ne fi nishing. This is reason why many OEM Vehicle 
Manufacturers have chosen Scholl Concepts Systems. Now you can experience them.

For over 50 years, Scholl Concepts have been manufacturing innovative 
car care & car maintenance systems for the Automotive Repair & 
Paint industry.  Their commitment to innovation, continual product 
development and passion to strive for perfection has seen Scholl 
Concepts become a leader for paint fi nishing solutions within the OEM, Auto Repair & Paint and 
Detailing industries in Europe. We now bring this Technology & know how to Australia. 

Whether its working on fresh paint, after market detailing, show car prep or just washing your car, 
Scholl Concepts OEM experience is fi ltered into your products. 

e 



S40 ANTI SWIRL COMPOUND
Anit-Swirl, An  -Hologram. S40 is 
a micro fi ne fi nishing compound 
to effi  ciently remove fi ne micro 
scratches, swirl marks and holograms 
on paint fi nishes. Perfectly suited for 
fi nishing dark colours with no fi llers!

A15+ All In One 
A compound and protec  on in 
one. A15+ can be used to remove 
medium defects as a 1-step or 
perfect as a fi nishing step a  er heavy 
compounding. Leaves a deep gloss 
and durable shine. 

S30+ NANO COMPOUND 
A High end Nano Compound with 
bite! S30+ can be used to remove 
medium defects and holograms to 
fi nish to high gloss. High lubricant 
formula perfect for fi nishing on 
all paints including new scratch 
resistant paints. 

S3 GOLD RUBBING COMPOUND
Heavy Performance Rubbing 
Compound for removing serious 
paint defects eff ortlessly. Designed 
to work on all paints. Minimal 
Dust, no sling, easy clean. Finishes 
to a high gloss with minimal to no 
marring.  

S17+ HIGH PERFORMANCE 
COMPOUND
A versa  le compound that can be 
used to remove heavy defects and 
fi nish to wax ready depending on 
your pad choice. Designed for all 
paint systems.  

S20 BLUE POLISHING PASTE
A high lubricant medium grade 
compound. Perfect for so  er paint 
systems to both correct defects and 
fi nish to high gloss depending on pad 
choice. 

Scholl Concepts Scholl Concepts range of compounds, pads, all in one and range of compounds, pads, all in one and 
protection products allow professional detailers to work faster, protection products allow professional detailers to work faster, 
smarter with blinding results. The use of IPT Technology in the smarter with blinding results. The use of IPT Technology in the 
compounds allows 1 and 2 step finishing from heavy compounding. 
The new A15+ & W9+ allow you to finish and add a protectant at the same time, saving The new A15+ & W9+ allow you to finish and add a protectant at the same time, saving 
another step. Where time is money and results speak for themselves Scholl Concepts are another step. Where time is money and results speak for themselves Scholl Concepts are 

W9 CARNAUBA POLISH WAX
A fi ne nano compound to remove 
fi ne marring and remove holograms 
with added Brazilian Carnauba Wax 
to seal the paint with a deep mirror 
like shine. 

W6 PREMIUM CAR WAX
A high quality paint sealant that 
combines Natural Carnauba wax, 
synthe  c waxes and durable 
polymers to give protec  on to your 
paint for months a  me while leaving 
a deep gloss to the fi nish. 

S2 ORANGE RUBBING COMPOUND
Strong Compound for fl a  ening peel, 
blends and sanding marks on Fresh 
Paint. Removes defects quickly with 
minimal to no marring. One Step on 
light colours. 

S0 MATTING COMPOUND
Ultra Coarse Ma   ng Compound. 
Used for prepping & scuffi  ng panels. 
Can be used as Liquid Sandpaper 
to remove light defects and deep 
scratches. Follow with S3Gold. 

Cut 6/6 Protect      0/6Gloss      0/6 Cut 5,.5/6 Protect      0/6Gloss      2/6

Cut 5/6 Protect      0/6Gloss      4,5/6 Cut 4/6 Protect      0/6Gloss      4,5/6

Cut 3,5/6 Protect      0/6Gloss      5/6 Cut 2,5/6 Protect      0/6Gloss      6/6

Cut 1,5/6 Protect      0/6Gloss      6/6 Cut 3/6 Protect      4/6Gloss      4,5/6

Cut 1/6 Protect      5/6Gloss      6/6 Cut 0,5/6 Protect      5/6Gloss      5,5/6

1 kg SC10321R 1 kg SC10321R

250 g
1 kg
5 kg

SC103016
SC103011
SC103012

250 g
1 kg
5 kg

SC103186
SC103181
SC103182

5 kg SC103202B 250 g
1 kg
5 kg

SC103306
SC103301
SC103302

250 g
1 kg
5 kg

SC10466
SC10461
SC10462

1 lt SC10211

1 lt SC10641 250ml
1 lt

SC10626
SC10621
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Scholl Concepts Scholl Concepts is one of the only companies in the world to is one of the only companies in the world to 
manufacturer all their products; Compounds, Waxes, Pads and manufacturer all their products; Compounds, Waxes, Pads and 
chemicals. All the Scholl Concepts pads are designed specifically chemicals. All the Scholl Concepts pads are designed specifically 
to get the best results from their compounds.  You will notice the to get the best results from their compounds.  You will notice the 
difference in this holistic approch to design and manufacturing.  difference in this holistic approch to design and manufacturing.  

Purple Light Cu   ng Pad
This is a hard polishing, light cu   ng pad. Use it with 
S3Gold to remove heavy scratches, S17+ for heavy 
marring, even S30 or A15+ as a one step that fi nishes 
great on harder paints. 

SOFTouch Top Wool Pad
With a 30% increase in cut to foam pads and reduced 
heat, this natural wool pad has a fi rm foam interface 
built in. Great for removing sanding marks and heavy 
scratches and marring.  

Sandwich Spider Foam
This pad has the advantages of a polishing pad and 
wool pad. A dense foam with cross cuts through the 
pad allows for slip on the surface, as the pad so  ens 
with heat it fi nishes down very fi ne. 

Yellow Cu   ng Pad
This is an open cell cu   ng pad & will generate let 
heat Use it with S3Gold to remove heavy scratches, 
S17+ for heavy marring, even S30 or A15+ as a one 
step that fi nishes great on harder paints. 

Blue Hard Polishing Pad
This is a med-hard polishing pad. Use it with S3Gold 
to remove heavy scratches on so  er paint, S17+ 
to remove medium scratches, S30 to remove fi ne 
scratches.

Orange Sandwich Waffl  e Pad
Designed for use with S2 Orange on fresh paints, 
however can be used with S3Gold on fresh paints, or 
S30 & S40 to remove holograms on harder paints. 

BLACK SOFTouch Waffl  e Fine Pad
Finishing pad best suited for use with S17+ and S30. 
The Wave construc  on allows for less surface fric  on 
and creates less heat for a fl awless fi nish.  

Orange Polishing Pad
This is most used pad in the Scholl System. Use it with 
S20 to rejuvenate weathered paint, S30 to remove 
fi ne scratches and S40 to fi nish to a super deep gloss.

HEAVY

FINE

170mm
135mm

SC20537
SC20533

195mm SC20539

135mm
85mm

SC20363
SC20368

160mm SC20346

145mm
85mm

SC20063
SC20068

170mm SC20067

145mm
85mm

SC20293
SC20298

170mm SC20297

145mm
85mm

SC20263
SC20268

170mm SC20267

145mm
85mm

SC20253
SC20258

170mm SC20257

145mm SC20387

145mm
85mm

SC20353
SC20358

170mm SC20357

130mm SC22606

130mm SC22608

Paint Puck Coarse 
(White)

Paint Puck Fine 
(Black)

Paint 
Correction & 
Polishing by 
Hand 
Remove even the most 
subborn scratches 
& marring by hand 
using Scholl Concepts 
Compounds and 
the Hand Paint Puck 
applicators. 

85mm SC20538



ProtectFinishing & Swirl Removal Cutting & Compounding 

To protect the 
fi nish, spray, 

wipe and gently 
buff  to super 

high gloss 
with a quality 

Microfi bre 
cloth. 

Use with a dense 
cu   ng pad or wool 
pad. For best results 
we recommend the 
Scholl Spider Foam 
Pad.

Use with a dense foam 
compounding pad. For best 
results we recommend the 
Scholl Orange Wave Pad.  

Use with a fi nishing 
pad. For best results 
use the Scholl Black 
Wave Pad or Orange 
Pad.

Use with a fi nishing pad. For 
best results use the Scholl 
Black Wave Pad to Orange 
Pad. 

S3 Gold

S2 Orange
or...   For a higher cut on Fresh Paints 

S40
or...   For light hologram removal

S30+ SW10

Light 
Scratches

Medium
Scratches

Heavy 
Scratches

S3 Gold S3 0+

A15+

S40 W6+
W9

SW20
SW40

A15+

S3 0+ S40 W6+
W9

SW20
SW40

S30+ S40

W9

W6+
W9

SW20
SW40

S30+

S3 0+ S40

Rotary

Forced Rotation & Orbital

Holograms

Cured 
Paint

Fresh 
Paint

Use with a foam compounding 
or wool pad. For best results 
we recommend the Scholl 
Sandwich Spider, Yellow Cu   ng 
or SOFTouch Wool Pad.  

Use with a polishing or 
fi nishing pad.

To remove trace marks & 
add protec  on. 

Use with a 
compounding or 
polishing foam pad. 

For further refi ning 
or jewelling. 

Use with a 
compounding or 
polishing foam pad. 

Use with a polishing or 
fi nishing pad. 

For further refi ning 
or jewelling. 

Use with a dense 
foam compounding 
pad. For further refi ning 

or jewelling.  

Use with a polishing or 
fi nishing pad. 

 Use with a polishing or 
fi nishing pad. 

Use with a dense foam 
polishing & fi nishing pad. 

Use with a dense foam 
polishing & fi nishing pad. 

S17+

ProtectFinishing & Swirl Removal Cutting & Compounding 
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Scholl Concepts Scholl Concepts has released a range of Car Maintenance Products has released a range of Car Maintenance Products 
to compliment the high quality compounds, polishes, pads and to compliment the high quality compounds, polishes, pads and 
protection range. Using the latest european technology there is protection range. Using the latest european technology there is 
nothing you can’t do with Scholl Concepts. As Scholl Concepts say nothing you can’t do with Scholl Concepts. As Scholl Concepts say 
‘‘FOR A BETTER FINISHFOR A BETTER FINISH’.’.

RIM SEVEN WHEEL CLEANER
pH Neutral Wheel Rim Cleaner, 
powerful enough to remove even the 
dir  est of brake dust build up. Colour 
change indicator lets you know when 
its  me to rinse. The gel formula 
allows you to use less product as it 
s  cks to the rim while it works. 

ShamPol 4in1 Car Shampoo
4in1 Car Shampoo is designed to; 
clean, self rinse & sheet dry, improve 
gloss and short term protec  on.  
ShamPol can be used directly onto a 
wet microfi bre wash mi   once the 
car has been rinsed for maximum 
protec  on or conven  onally. 

ICE Glass Cleaner Gel
New gentle formula  on allow the 
product to stay on the glass and not 
run. Use with a microfi bre cloth for a 
streak free fi nish. Integrated sealing 
eff ect keeps glass cleaner for longer. 

PURPLE Interior Dressing 
Using modern polymer technology, 
Purple lets you clean and protect 
all interior surfaces while leaving 
a ma   sheen. No hydrocarbons or 
silicon oils means its also suitable for 
leather. The days for greasy, glossy 
surfaces are over. 

SPAM All Purpose Cleaner
Versa  le interior and exterior 
cleaner.  Can be used on engine 
plas  cs, bug removal, remove old 
waxes and sealants, clean car interior 
trim and plas  cs as well as tex  les 
and carpets. 

SKIN Leather Care Gel
With specialised condi  oning agents 
that restore the leather’s original 
lustre & suppleness, SKIN preserves 
the natural moisture balance of 
leather. Will not leave a greasy fi nish 
to the surface. Best results are when 
used a  er cleaning the surface prior. 

BLUE Tyre & Vinyl Dressing
Leaves a brilliant deep gloss to tyres 
and plas  cs. For the highest gloss 
spray directly to tyres, exterior trim 
and engine compartment. To achieve 
a more natural fi nish spray on an 
applicator and work un  l dry. 

ERASER Clay Bar
Remove all the bonded 
contamina  on and fallout from the 
surface of your vehicle with ERASER 
clay bar. Leaves the surface feeling 
silky smooth and ready for paint 
correc  on or applying a new coat of  
protec  on to your paint. 

500ml SC11022

500ml SC11012

500ml SC11042

500ml SC20357

500ml SC12010

250g SC12670

500ml SC11002

200g SC22850

135mm SC22630130mm SC22607

Purple Spider Puck DUO Applicator Pad

SC114435000ml

SC114135000ml



Scholl Concepts Scholl Concepts range of Paint Protection products covers; liquid range of Paint Protection products covers; liquid 
and spray polymers and waxes as well as the new highly acclaimed and spray polymers and waxes as well as the new highly acclaimed 
paste waxes, Premium Vintage Wax and The Rock. The perfect choice paste waxes, Premium Vintage Wax and The Rock. The perfect choice 
to protect your Scholl Concepts flawlessly prepared paintwork. As to protect your Scholl Concepts flawlessly prepared paintwork. As 
Scholl Concepts say ‘Scholl Concepts say ‘FOR A BETTER FINISHFOR A BETTER FINISH’.’.

SW10 Final Finish Spray 
A quick detailer and clean up spray 
to  quickly clean and seal paint & 
high gloss surfaces such as painted 
plas  cs, chrome and polished steel. 
Easy wipe on wipe off  applica  on 
for a streak free fi nish. Silicone-free 
formula  on.  

SW20 Premium Speed Wax
A polymer based spray to leave 
a brilliant shine in seconds. The 
polymer protec  ve fi lm seals the 
surface and leaves perfect showroom 
shine. No hydrocarbons or Silicone 
oils. Can be used on paint, painted 
plas  cs, glass, rims and more.  

SW40 Carnauba Spray Wax
Unique sprayable Carnauba sealant 
for new and polished surfaces. Using 
the fi nest Brazilian Carnauba wax, 
it fi lls light marring and leaves a 
durable protec  ve fi lm. Adds a high 
level of deep rich gloss to the paint 
work. 

Premium VINTAGE Wax - 50th Year Anniversary Edi  on 
Vintage is a 200ml pure Carnauba wax blend with Cacao that gives long-las  ng protec  on and a class 
rivalling fi nish. Premium Vintage Wax has a high content of natural Carnauba wax, 60% by volume, 
for increased durability and gloss. 

Created in small 10 litre hand poured batches, this is truly an exo  c bou  que wax, worthy of 
Concours,  for those who don’t compromise. 

THE ROCK - Carnauba & Bee’s Wax Blend
THE ROCK is a 200ml pure Carnauba & Bee’s Wax blend that gives a long las  ng protec  on and is 
suitable for all vehicles. The high percentage of pure high grade Carnauba, 40% by volume, leaves a 
stunning fi nish adding depth and gloss to your paint work.  The fresh fruit scent makes it a pleasure 
to apply. 

NEO Polymer Protec  on Spray 
A versitle polymer sealant that can 
be used on any exterior surface.
Plas  c, Vinyl, Rubber & Engine 
Paintwork Sealant
Glass & Wheel Rim Sealant
Spray, leave to cure then wipe!
Use with NEO Honey Spider Pads & 
Applica

Protect      6/6Gloss      5/6
500ml SC12030

135mm SC22605

NEO Honey Spider Puck

145mm SC22333

NEO Honey Spider Pad

Protect      4/6Gloss      5/6
500ml SC10680

Protect      3/6Gloss      4.5/6
500ml SC10690

Protect      5/6Gloss      5.5/6
500ml SC10660

Protect      6/6Gloss      6/6
200 g SC10730

Protect      6/6Gloss      6/6
200 g SC10710


